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Abstract
This library lighting study focused on developing recommendations to improve energy sus-
tainability and user comfort in the George C. Gordon Library. To assess the energy efficiency of
the library’s lighting systems, the team measured illuminance and found that half of the rooms in
the Gordon Library are improperly lit. The team surveyed library users about illumination pref-
erences and energy conservation habits. Technological updates to the existing lighting systems
would reduce long term energy costs and increase lighting comfort levels.
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Executive Summary
The purpose of this study was to increase energy sustainability and user comfort in the George C.
Gordon Library by researching and recommending technological improvements to lighting systems in
the library. In addition, this study was also focused on promoting energy conscious decisions among
WPI students, faculty, and staff in regards to light usage. The results of this investigation of library
light energy usage will help WPI to reduce electrical energy consumption and make advancements
toward a more sustainable campus.
Background
In order to accomplish sustainability goals, WPI has made efforts to educate the community
with student and faculty led programs, to adopt new energy conscious policies, and to form student
groups dedicated to advocating sustainability. Despite these efforts, electrical energy use of campus
buildings has continued to increase.[18] Analyzing the energy needs of WPI would help to determine
what buildings would most benefit from updates to energy using systems.
The Gordon Library is the eighth largest building on the main campus in addition to welcoming
an average of 13,000 weekly visitors when school is in session.[60]
Since lighting accounts for 30% of building electrical energy consumption on the WPI campus,
technological updates to the library lighting system, including updating bulb types, would reduce the
energy consumption of lighting systems in the library and would reduce energy consumption on the
WPI campus as a whole.[33]
Methods and Results
After obtaining the floor plans of the library from the facilities department, the team divided the
four library floors into different sections based on the type of rooms and whether there were windows
to let in sunlight. Each space was categorized based on the difficulty level of tasks performed in
each section and the team determined recommended levels of illuminance for each task difficulty level
based on research of industry lighting standards.
A lux meter was used to measure the illumination of spaces in the library to compare measured
illuminance with federally recommended illuminance. Additionally, lux measurements in areas affected
by outside light were repeated at three times of day to account for changing sunlight. Figure 1 shows
the lux measurements in non-windowed sections of the library. Sections colored in red indicate a large
deviation from recommended lux values, sections colored in yellow indicate a small deviation, and
green sections are adequately lit.
The sections affected by outside light were found to fluctuate greatly throughout the day due to
the illumination contribution from sunlight. In general, these sun lit sections are over-bright during
the day when the sun is directly affecting the section, and insufficiently lit at night when no natural
light is contributed.
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(a) Third floor (b) Second floor
(c) First floor (d) Ground floor
Figure 1: Lux comparisons between federally recommended values
and measured values for non-windowed sections of the library
The team analyzed the spectra of light sources using an Vernier Emissions Spectrometer. The
data collected by the emissions spectrometer was arranged in a spectral power distribution plot of
each light source which indicated that LED lights have the most similar spectrum to natural light of
the three bulbs tested.
An infrared camera was used to compare the temperature of incandescent, fluorescent, and LED
bulbs. The team found that LED bulbs have a lower running temperature than other common artificial
light sources making LEDs more efficient at converting input power to visible light.
The team conducted a survey to evaluate library visitor comfort levels with respect to lighting as
well as library user energy conservation habits. The participants were first asked to rank the comfort
level of the lighting where they were working while the team measured the illumination of each work
space. Generally, the survey responses indicated that library visitors consider work spaces in the
library to be slightly over illuminated.
The second part of the survey asked students, faculty, and staff how often they left lights on when
they were the last occupant to leave any room. Responses to the survey indicated that many library
users are conscientious about saving light energy as about 62% of library users turn off the lights
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either ”always” or ”usually” while 38% of library users have energy conservation habits that could be
improved.
The team used a data logger attached to a photovoltaic cell to record the times of light usage
on each floor of the library. The first 24 hour trial indicated that lights on the ground floor of the
library were only turned off once, for about 40 minutes after the library closed. The photometer data
indicated that in general, floors with motion sensors powered library lights for less hours than floors
without motion sensors.
From the electrical energy bill and the square footage of the library, the team estimated that
the library consumed 1,007 MWh annually. The team determined that the library consumes 14.5
kWh/sq. ft of electrical energy compared to a national average of 26.9 kWh/sq. ft.[8]
Recommendations
Replace fluorescent bulbs with LED bulbs
Replace existing fluorescent bulbs with LED bulbs. Replacing the 2,555 bulbs across all floors of
the library would cost $46,000, accounting for bulb rebates. A direct replacement of all the fluorescent
T8 bulbs with LED T8 bulbs would cut operating costs of the library lighting systems by nearly 50%,
saving WPI 254 MWh and $38,100 per year, paying for the cost of installation in 14.5 months.
The team recommends that a record be kept of when bulbs and ballasts are replaced so that future
projects can analyze the upkeep costs of an LED lighting system and compare it to the upkeep cost
of a fluorescent lighting system.
Table 1 shows the cost of retrofitting each floor with LED bulbs, the monthly payback of each
floor, and the projected return on investment based on bulb operating hours from photometer data.
Table 1: Cost and monthly payback of replacing fluorescent bulbs with LEDs
Install motion sensors
Install motion sensors in sections that do not currently have one. Studies have shown that motion
sensors can reduce a building’s electrical energy consumption by 25-40%.[20] The cost to purchase
these sensors would be $6,300 as well as the time and labor it takes to install the sensors. The
installation of motion sensors in these sections would save about 112 MWh and $16,700 per year and
the payback period would be 4.5 months for this investment.
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While installing motion sensors in all sections of the library would be ideal, WPI could alternatively
install motion sensors in infrequently populated sections of the library such as the ground floor and
the third floor as determined by library traffic data. The cost for these sensors would be $2,650 with
an additional cost for the time and labor it takes to install the sensors. Installing motion sensors in
the infrequently used sections of the library would save about 60.8 MWh and $9,100 per year and
have a payback period of 3.5 months.
Install daylight sensors
Install daylight sensors in east and south facing windowed sections. Daylight sensors take into
account the intensity of natural light on an area, and adjust the artificial lighting accordingly creating a
comfortable environment and reducing electrical energy waste from over lit spaces. Installing daylight
sensors in all windowed sections of the library would cost a total of $1900 plus installation costs.
The installation of daylight sensors in all windowed sections of the library would turn off 630 T8
fluorescent lights for 6-10 hours a day each, saving the library 48 MWh and $7,250 in electricity costs
per year and giving a payback period of be 3.1 months. Alternatively, installing daylight sensors in the
five windowed sections of the library that fluctuate in illuminance significantly (100% lux difference
or greater) would cost $1,300 for 13 sensors. These sensors would turn 430 off T8 fluorescent lights
for 6-10 hours a day saving the library 41 MWh and $6,160 in electricity costs per year and have a
payback period of 2.5 months.
Adjust Illumination
Remove bulbs or replace bulbs with lower lumen bulbs to achieve federally recommended values
of illumination. If bulbs are removed, 452 fluorescent T8 bulbs would be removed, saving WPI 105
MWh and $15,800 annually. If current 3000 lumen bulbs are replaced with 2000 lumen bulbs, 1080
bulbs would be replaced. This would cost $3,240 and would save WPI 49 MWh and $7,400 annually.
Increase lighting energy conservation awareness on campus
Implement energy conservation awareness programs and signs on campus. A program that teaches
students, faculty, and staff where and how they can make an impact on WPI’s energy use should be
implemented to encourage the entire WPI community to take an active role in the campus’ sustain-
ability efforts. This program would only cost the time and effort of the people running the program
but would aim to improve the energy conservation habits of WPI students, faculty, and staff. Addi-
tionally, signs reminding library users and staff to turn off lights when not in use, such as the sign
shown in Figure 2 below, should be implemented in the 12 cubicle work spaces on the third floor
of the library, library staff offices, and all tech suites with light switches. These signs would remind
library users to turn off the lights in their work space in order to reduce electrical energy waste.
9
Figure 2: Energy conservation sign
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1 Introduction
Over the past four decades, global energy consumption has grown rapidly. A notable example
of energy consumption growth occurred in the fifteen years from 1990 to 2005 where world energy
consumption increased by 23%.[17] As a reaction to increased energy consumption, the United States
(US) government has been collaborating with institutions such as the U.S. Green Building Council,
the US Energy Information Administration, and the International Energy Agency, in order to pro-
mote energy sustainability. These organizations created incentives for governments, corporations, and
individuals who have made efforts toward energy sustainability.
Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) has shown a dedication to sustainability since the formation
of the WPI Sustainability Task Force in 2008.[74] A key focus of the annual sustainability reports,
written by the Sustainability Task Force, is the energy sustainability of WPI campus buildings.[67]
[70] The annual sustainability report discusses different approaches to achieving energy sustainability
including energy efficient building design, using renewable energy sources, and retrofitting existing
buildings with more energy efficient systems.[67] Student groups, such as the Student Green Team,
have also shown a similar dedication to sustainability.
In spite of efforts from the WPI community to promote sustainability, electrical energy use per
student has been rising over the last few years.[70] The rise in total energy consumption of the
WPI campus, combined with increasing electrical energy costs in the New England region creates a
significant increased financial cost to WPI’s operating budget. As a result, a focus has been placed on
studying the energy usage of the WPI campus to better understand how to reduce electrical energy
consumption.
Past WPI projects have performed WPI building energy audits and analyses of the electrical
energy consumption of the buildings audited. These building audits have determined that lighting
systems in WPI buildings consume approximately 30% of the total electrical energy used by WPI.[33]
A technological update of existing WPI light systems would reduce electrical energy consumption
of campus buildings. Fortunately, newer lighting technology is available which would reduce the
energy consumption of lights. For example, occupancy sensors could be used to automatically power
off lights when a room is unoccupied and daylight sensors could be used to power off light bulbs in
rooms where there is sufficient natural light from windows. More efficient and longer lasting bulb types
are also available as direct replacements for the existing bulbs without the added cost of changing
light fixtures.
While WPI student projects have studied several campus buildings including residence halls and
educational buildings, the George C. Gordon Library has yet to be studied. The Gordon Library is
the eighth largest building of twenty-four on the main WPI campus and is open and operational for
more than 16 hours a day. With 13,000 weekly visitors, the Gordon Library is a high-use building that
provides a study space for many community members.[61][73] An analysis of the building’s energy
usage would provide recommendations to reduce the energy costs of lighting in the Gordon Library.
While it is likely that out of date lighting systems contribute to electrical energy waste, building
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occupants may be unaware of how much energy lighting systems consume. A survey of the student
population of WPI would be a valuable resource to help analyze the impact of user actions on the
energy consumption of WPI buildings. Additionally, a survey of light preferences could help to
determine if library users considered the library to be comfortably lit or if the illumination in the
library could be reduced.
The purpose of this study was to increase energy sustainability and user comfort in the George C.
Gordon Library by researching and recommending technological improvements to lighting systems in
the library. In addition, this study was also focused on promoting energy conscious decisions among
WPI students, faculty, and staff in regards to light usage. The results of this investigation of library
light energy usage will help WPI to reduce electrical energy consumption and make advancements
toward a more sustainable campus.
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2 Background
This section provides a context for a light energy study of the George C. Gordon Library at
Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI). Global energy patterns, WPI’s sustainability efforts, WPI’s
lighting needs, methods of measuring light usage, available lighting technology, and federal and state
lighting regulations will be discussed.
2.1 Global Energy Patterns
In recent years, energy sources and the way the world uses them have changed. Consumers have
adopted an interest in using alternative energy sources such as wind or solar power due to increased
concern for the environment.[16] Legislation that support these changes have been created in addition
to the founding of organizations that incentivize institutions who utilize renewable, efficient resources.
2.1.1 Energy Usage
The International Energy Agency (IEA)1 is an organization that studies and reports on changing
trends in energy generation and use over the globe. A study completed by the IEA in 2008 reports
a 23% increase in global energy usage between 1990 and 2005 as seen in Figure 3. This study, based
on data from 16 of the world’s highest energy consuming countries, argues that if it were not for the
recent energy efficiency efforts made in 11 of the countries studied, the energy increase over the same
time period would instead amount to 58%.[17]
Figure 3: Global energy usage [17]
1International Energy Agency: http://www.iea.org/
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Total consumption of all energy sources in the 16 countries studied increased from about 6,000 million
tons of oil equivalent (MTOE) to 13,000 MTOE over the course of 40 years. The breakdown of energy
consumption by resource between 1973 and 2012 is shown in Figure 4. The figure illustrates the change
in fractional percentage of total primary energy supply (TPES) for common energy sources.
Figure 4: Fractional energy usage for different sources [16]
Although the total amount of global energy use increased, the fractional shares of some energy
sources have decreased while others have increased. The most significant change occurs in the use
of oil. Oil use accounts for about 15% less of the total energy use in 2012 as compared to 1973.
Consumers have chosen to use natural gas and coal instead of oil to generate heat. Additionally,
sustainable resources such as hydroelectric, solar, and wind energy have grown more prominent as
a source of energy. Although renewable resource use still only accounts for a small percentage of
the total global energy, comparing total energy use by source from 1973 to 2012 shows a global shift
towards more sustainable energy use.[16]
The U.S. Energy Information Administration predicts that world energy consumption will grow
by 56% between 2010 and 2040.[46] Likewise, the wholesale power prices across the US are growing
due to the increase in demand. The change in power usage and prices have placed a focus on finding
more, longer lasting sources of energy. In the United States, this focus has lead to a need to develop
federal policies that incentivize energy efficiency.
2.1.2 Federal Acts
The Department of Energy Organization Act of 1977 created a cabinet-level department con-
cerned with legislating policies focused on energy usage and safety. At the time of the Department
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of Energy’s (DOE)2 formation, the organization was exclusively concerned with the United State’s
nuclear weapons program. The department is also primarily responsible for energy research, energy
production, and waste removal.[43]
In July of 2005, congress passed the Energy Policy Act. With energy consumption growing in
the United States, the 2005 Energy Policy Act was designed to to implement programs that entice
consumers to use renewable resources. The policy authorizes a number of incentives for institutions
to lower greenhouse gases and utilize more efficient energy systems. Some of these incentives include
loan guarantees, subsidies, grants, and tax deductions.[48]
The Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (EISA) is another piece of legislature created
to promote renewable resources and increase energy independence by phasing out incandescent light
bulbs. Since its invention in the 1800s, the incandescent light bulb has been the primary choice of
lighting in households. The invention of the light emitting diode (LED) bulb provides an environ-
mentally friendly alternative to the incandescent bulb. The EISA mandated that the manufacture of
incandescent light bulbs stop in 2012.[6]
However, the EISA has experienced some opposition. Consumers are worried that alternatives to
the incandescent bulb are too expensive and difficult to dispose of, among other issues.[54] Therefore,
the EISA was defunded in the 2012 U.S. budget. Nevertheless, by the time the program was defunded,
incandescent bulbs were no longer as prevalent in the lighting industry.[40] Figure 5 demonstrates
global efforts to phase out the use of the incandescent bulb.
Figure 5: Global efforts to phase out incandescent bulbs [56]
Data for Figure 5 was collected in 2011. The figure shows that many countries with large economies
are beginning to set a partial ban on the use, sale, and production of incandescent light bulbs while
Argentina has even placed a complete ban on incandescent bulbs.[56]. Though the EISA is no longer
enforced, organizations have been created in the U.S. that award certifications for an institution’s
sustainability efforts.
2Department of Energy: http://energy.gov/
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2.1.3 Organizations and Certification
In the United States, organizations that promote the use of sustainable resources such as the United
States Green Building Council (USGBC)3 and the Association for the Advancement of Sustainabil-
ity in Higher Education (AASHE)4 have been created. These organizations award certifications to
institutions that incorporate energy efficient means of operation.
The United States Green Building Council was founded in 1993 to promote sustainability in the
construction of buildings. The USGBC is well known for awarding buildings with Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design certification (LEED). The intention of LEED certification is to
promote energy sustainability and set an example in communities.
LEED certification can be awarded to any project type including building design, building op-
erations, interior design, neighborhood design, and residential homes. To be awarded certification,
a project must earn credits in a number of different categories including transportation, water use,
energy efficiency, indoor environmental quality, and innovation, among others. Final point levels are
calculated to give a LEED certification on one of four levels of distinction: certified, silver, gold, and
platinum. Figure 6 below gives the point values necessary to achieve each level of certification.
Figure 6: Levels of LEED certification [51]
An award at any level of LEED certification is seen as a significant achievement. For example,
WPI5 has obtained the LEED certification of gold for the East Hall Residence and the Sports and
Recreation Center. Today, the USGBC and LEED certification is universally recognized as a “mark
of achievement for environmentally friendly technology.” [51]
The Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education also created their
own ranking system specifically for academic institutions that are working towards achieving energy
sustainability. The AASHE’s certification system is called STARS (Sustainability Tracking, Assess-
ment and Rating System)6 which was created to provide a framework for universities to share and
compare information, create incentives for building sustainable campuses, and set examples for other
3United States Green Building Council: http://www.usgbc.org/
4Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education: http://www.aashe.org/
5Worcester Polytechnic Institute: http://www.wpi.edu/
6Stars Website: https://stars.aashe.org/
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companies across the world. Currently, WPI participates in STARS but has not yet been evaluated
and given a ranking.
STARS ranks universities and colleges in four areas: academics, engagement, operations, and
planning and administration. Each of the four categories contribute points towards a total score
which awards the institution with one of four rankings: bronze, silver, gold, or platinum. Figure 7
gives the breakdown of points per ranking.
Figure 7: Ranks of STARS certification [2]
The AASHE provides information on the sustainability efforts of all institutions that participate
in STARS. The AASHE also provides data on the ranking of all STARS participants as a whole.
Figure 8 gives the percentage of STARS participants in each level of certification.
Figure 8: Percentage of STARS participants in each level of certification [2]
Figure 8 demonstrates that many of the 697 institutions that participate in STARS have achieved
a certification of silver or higher. With the ranking of platinum being fairly new, Figure 8 does
not yet contain data for percentage of participants with a platinum ranking. A ranking of reporter
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indicates that the institution participates in STARS, but their campus has not yet been evaluated or
the institution did not qualify for the minimum bronze level. The data shows that many colleges and
universities nationwide have already taken initiatives towards creating more sustainable campuses.[2].
2.2 WPI Sustainability Efforts
In order to accomplish sustainability goals, WPI has made efforts to educate the community
and to promote sustainable practices. WPI has adopted new policies that aim to develop a more
environmentally friendly community through conscious use of natural resources. The WPI community
has formed student groups dedicated to advocating sustainability, helping to bolster sustainability
efforts.
2.2.1 Sustainability Groups
Two notable WPI campus groups focused on sustainability are the Student Green Team7 and the
WPI Sustainability Task Force 8. For these groups, their key focus is raising awareness about issues
related to sustainability such as global climate change, recycling programs, and green behavioral
practices. Furthermore, these groups create programs which allow members of the WPI community
to make environmentally conscious decisions.
The WPI Green Team hosts an annual sustainability pledge, encouraging students to be mindful
of the environmental impact that their actions and decisions make.[63] The Green Team also helps
students act in a more environmentally aware and concerned way by suggesting solutions to everyday
issues such as the recycling program established with WPI Fraternities and Sororities.[66] This year,
the Green Team hosted a LED bulb giveaway, gifting free LED bulbs to students, faculty, and staff.
The Green Team helped reduce environmental impact by hosting a jeans drive for the homeless and
promoting local foods meals on campus.
The WPI Sustainability Task Force is dedicated to enhancing the sustainability of WPI’s campus
operations. With members appointed by the WPI President, the WPI Sustainability Task Force aims
to organize and oversee all campus efforts to promote sustainable living. The Annual Sustainability
Report, written by the task force, delves into the improvements from the community that contribute to
an environmentally friendly WPI. In the Campus Sustainability Report 2013, the task force discusses
the progress made in that year, with the opening of the new Sports and Recreation Center as well as
the development of sustainability partners with companies to help reduce carbon emissions.[70]
2.2.2 Construction of Campus Buildings
Since construction projects require a large amount of resources, WPI has placed an emphasis
on using renewable materials from local companies and designing buildings to be energy efficient.
7Green Team: http://www.wpi.edu/about/sustainability/studen28.html
8Sustainability Task Force: http://www.wpi.edu/about/sustainability/taskforce.html
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Recycling construction materials has saved hundreds of tons of materials since WPI began the practice
in 2007.[62] All of the newly constructed campus buildings since 2007 have received recognition from
the U.S. Green Building Council for sustainable design.[58][62][67][74]
The Bartlett Center was the first sustainable building constructed on the WPI campus when it
was constructed in 2007. The focus of the construction was not only to make a building which would
operate sustainably but also to construct the building in the same manner. Through utilization of
large windows and 10-foot high ceilings, the Bartlett Center is lit with 90% daylight,[62] significantly
reducing the need for electric daytime lighting. The lighting and heating of the building is segmented
by work area so that individual’s preferences can be met and energy use of rooms not in use is
minimized. Materials used to build the Bartlett Center came from sustainable sources and 90% of
the waste generated by the construction project was reclaimed and reused in other projects.[62] The
construction of the Bartlett Center inspired the WPI community to make every future construction
project a green one, pushing for further U.S. Green Building Council certification.
Constructed in 2008, East Hall serves as a model for sustainable buildings in Worcester. East
Hall uses 70% of the energy of similar campus buildings because of efforts made toward energy
efficiency.[58] As a residential building, some of the efforts made toward sustainability were different
from those made in the Bartlett Center. Occupancy sensors like the one pictured in Figure 9 were
installed in East Hall to minimize electrical lighting energy use in unoccupied rooms.[58]
Figure 9: An occupancy sensor in a student dormitory
Borrowing ideas used in the Bartlett Center, many large windows were installed in East Hall to
further reduce the need for electrical lighting during the day. Water usage was also taken into
consideration with the installation of low-volume toilets to help reduce impact on the Worcester water
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supply and water treatment systems.[58] The design of East Hall took the requirements for LEED
certification further in the incorporation of auxiliary means towards sustainability with features like
the “living green roof”, storage for bicycles, and parking spaces dedicated to hybrid and alternate
energy vehicles.[58] The East Hall inspires students to become more environmentally friendly as well
as serving as a “showcase” of what can be done to promote sustainable design.[58]
The WPI Sports and Recreation Center demonstrated new techniques for sustainability in sports
buildings upon its completion in 2012, achieving a LEED Gold certification. Figure 10 shows the large
windows which provide light to the 145,000 square foot building through natural lighting.[74] These
windows face the sun so that during the daytime, very little indoor electrical lighting is necessary.
Figure 10: The Sports and Recreation Center has large windows facing the sun to provide natural
light
The building was constructed using local companies and workers, supporting the economic sus-
tainability of Worcester. The building used many precast concrete structures, a new technology
aimed towards minimizing the waste of on-site concrete setting and reducing the overall costs of
construction.[74] Special water fountains like the one in Figure 11 were installed which allow for occu-
pants to fill their reusable water bottles easily and quickly, recording the number of disposable plastic
bottles potentially saved.[74]
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Figure 11: One of the water fountains in the Sports and Recreation Center
The Sports and Recreation Center also has solar panels installed on the roof to help offset energy
costs, providing 42% of the annual energy needed to heat the pool.[59] Figure 12 shows the panels on
the roof of the Sports & Recreation Center as well as the breakdown of energy sources used by the
Sports and Recreation Center to heat the pool. Solar heating is the largest contributor of all energy
sources.
(a) (b)
Figure 12: The solar panels on the Sports & Recreation Center roof
and a breakdown of the energy sources for heating the pool [59][64]
Faraday Hall, seen in Figure 13, was opened in Fall 2013 as WPI’s newest residence hall, achieving
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LEED Silver certification. During construction, 99% of demolition and construction waste was di-
verted from landfills and 83% of steel used to build Faraday Hall was recycled material.[67] Plumbing
was designed to draw less water from Worcester’s water supply; shower heads draw only 1.5 gal/min,
far less than the standard 2.5 gal/min.[67] A large factor in heat energy efficiency for the building is
due to the aluminum thermal barrier windows. Faraday Hall consumes 56% less energy to heat the
residence hall than a similar building compared to ASHRAE9 baselines.[67]
Figure 13: Faraday Hall
2.2.3 Sustainability Projects
With a project-based curriculum, it is no surprise that there are a large number of IQPs, MQPs
(Major Qualifying Project), and other off campus projects dedicated to sustainability studies. Many of
these projects are implemented off campus, demonstrating WPI’s commitment to global sustainability.
In addition, WPI has created an on-campus project center dedicated solely to sustaining the WPI
campus.
The Solar Decathlon China10 was a program hosted by the U.S. Department of Energy in 2013
to promote sustainable living through the design of solar powered houses which are “functional,
comfortable, and sustainable”. The goal of the program is to challenge teams to create houses which
function using solar power while being as cost efficient to build as possible.
WPI’s entry, the “Solatrium”, was a collaborative effort between students at universities in Bel-
gium, Massachusetts, and New York. Figure 14 below shows the Solatrium at the competition in
China. The solar paneled roof and atrium in the center of the house are prominent features of the
design. The building was heated by the sun; utilizing an open room concept with a central atrium
which resulted in a net-zero energy home.[65]
9ASHRAE Website: https://www.ashrae.org/
10Solar Decathlon Website: http://www.solardecathlon.gov/
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Figure 14: The Solatrium in Datong, China [67]
WPI strives not only to design but also to educate through the discussion based Annual Energy
Symposium11. Each year, WPI hosts a symposium between representatives from utility companies,
manufacturing professionals, educators, and students to discuss technological progress towards sus-
tainability. Past symposiums have dedicated discussion to cyber security, implementation of a “Smart
Grid”, and high impact low frequency events like solar flares.[69] These symposiums have done a great
deal to integrate WPI’s student body with working professionals, which provides insight on the prob-
lems facing today’s industry specialists.
2.3 WPI Energy Needs
WPI is one of nine colleges in the Worcester area.[13] As of fall 2014, WPI is home to over 5,324
students, 371 faculty, and 604 staff.[68] With buildings ranging from recreational, administrative,
residential, academic and more, WPI’s energy needs are substantial. According to National Grid’s
energy profiler online (EPO)12, WPI is rated as a category G-3 client, placing it among large industrial
and commercial consumers.[5] Analyzing the energy needs of WPI helps to determine what buildings
would most benefit from updates to energy using systems.
2.3.1 Sustainability Report
Each year the Sustainability Task Force releases a report on the campus’ sustainability efforts. The
report includes current campus initiatives to reduce carbon emissions and promote energy efficiency.
The report also includes data on the amount of energy WPI has used over the past few years. Figures
15 and 16 were included in the 2013 report for the Sustainability Task Force which analyzed energy
use from 2012 to 2013.[70]
11Energy Symposium Webpage: http://cpe.wpi.edu/symposiums/energy/
12National Grid’s Energy Profiler Online:
https://www.nationalgridus.com/masselectric/business/programs/3 energy profiler.asp
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Figure 15 shows the change in gas heating usage over a 7 year period ending in 2013. Each year
the gas heating usage fluctuates slightly, but the overall effect has been a rise in usage from 2007 to
2013. Prior to 2006, WPI used oil to heat its campus. In 2006 the campus switched to using natural
gas. The change led to significant cost savings and a lower emissions footprint.
Figure 15: Gas heating usage [70]
Figure 16 below shows the electricity usage per student from 2007 to 2013. Electricity usage as well
has experienced a very gradual rise from 2007 to 2013. It should be noted that the student population
grows slightly every year with each incoming class larger than the last. Although electricity usage
per student has remained somewhat constant, the total electricity consumption has risen due to the
larger student body.
Figure 16: Electricity usage per student [70]
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Figure 17 displays the increase in student population over the last 11 years. WPI’s growing
populations has led to an increased demand for energy.[70]
Figure 17: WPI incoming student population [71][72]
2.3.2 Building Audits
In 2009, an IQP project team completed an audit of Higgins Laboratories to determine potential
solutions to energy waste. The energy audit of Higgins Laboratories concluded that many rooms
and laboratories use technology that is not up to date. Figure 18 shows the breakdown of energy
consumption by component in Higgins Laboratories.[5]
Figure 18: Electric consumption by component in Higgins Laboratories [5]
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Figure 18 shows that lighting and HVAC (heating, ventilation, and air conditioning) make up
about half of the energy consumption for the building. Additionally, the chart shows that Higgins
Laboratories primarily use fluorescent and incandescent light bulbs as a source of light. Although the
LED bulb provides a more environmentally friendly and efficient alternative to the current systems in
use, Higgins Laboratories did not utilize this technology at the time of this study. The audit concluded
that replacing the fluorescent bulbs with LED light bulbs would result in a return on investment of
about two months because of reduced energy use. The group additionally concluded that light levels
in most rooms and halls could be decreased by at least 20% and in some rooms, the team suggested
that light levels even be decreased by 70%.[5]
A similar study was performed in Atwater Kent (AK) in 2010. The IQP team concluded that in
order to reduce energy use in Atwater Kent, unnecessary light bulbs should be removed to reduce
light levels in over-lit rooms (by 30%). Additionally, the team calculated that installing a photovoltaic
system on the building’s roof could produce about 5% of Atwater Kent’s electricity.[33]
The Atwater Kent energy audit found that one source of energy loss was due to lighting technology
that is out of date. The majority of lights used in Atwater Kent are fluorescent bulbs that tend to
burn out after 2 years of use for the locations that are lit 24 hours a day. The IQP team suggested
replacing these bulbs with T8 (LED) bulbs in order to cut energy costs in half and reduce costs
associated with replacing burned out fluorescent bulbs and their ballast controllers.[33]
A third IQP study completed in 2011 focused solely on campus lighting. The WPI Energy Effi-
ciency Lighting Study IQP analyzed light usage in different types of buildings on campus. The team
found that the amount of electricity WPI uses for lighting has risen significantly since 1996. Annual
electricity usage for the WPI campus is shown in Figure 19 below.[18]
Figure 19: Annual electricity used on lighting on the WPI campus [18]
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Figure 19 shows that WPI’s electricity used for lighting is has risen significantly from 1996 to
2010. Construction of new campus buildings and a larger student population may account for the
rise in electricity use. The Energy Efficiency Lighting Study IQP also provided a breakdown of light
usage by building type as seen in Figure 20 below.[18]
Figure 20: Percentage of total light used for different building types [18]
The figure shows that dormitories and classrooms use the largest portion of light energy on campus.
Additionally, the team discovered that the most common light source in the buildings were long and
short fluorescent tube bulbs. While fluorescent bulbs have longer lifetimes than incandescent bulbs,
they provide what some consider to be harsh light. Additionally, fluorescent bulbs contain mercury,
which makes the disposal of such bulbs difficult. The team suggested replacing the fluorescent lights
with LED bulbs in order to provide more comfortable lighting that lasts for a longer period of time.[18].
2.3.3 National Grid
National Grid (NG)13 offers various resources for consumers who wish to improve their energy
savings. One tool that NG provides is the Energy Profiler Online (EPO). The tool allows consumers
to track their energy usage using an online information database. The EPO automatically takes an
energy reading of a meter every 15 minutes and updates the profile electronically. The EPO can also
graph energy usage and compare the graphs of different months. Consumers have found that using
the NG EPO makes it easier to make energy conscious decisions in the household. Figure 21 below
shows the change in energy consumption for a particular consumer who used the NG EPO.[12] The
EPO can be a useful tool as an example consumer was able to make changes to energy consumption
and significantly reduce electricity payments.[12]
13National Grid: https://www1.nationalgridus.com/CorporateHub
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Figure 21: Example of energy savings achieved using the NG EPO [12]
National Grid is also able to provide customers with the peak hours of energy use for a particular
meter. While NG can only determine peak hours for the entire WPI campus and not by individual
building, National Grid is working on the installation of a smart grid in Worcester which would be
able to provide more specific information in more frequent time intervals.[19]. The peak hours of
energy use for the WPI campus as determined by National Grid is given in Table 2 below.[5]
Table 2: Peak hours of energy usage for WPI buildings [5]
Table 2 helps WPI to determine at what times during the day the campus is consuming the
most amount of energy. The information from Table 2 could be beneficial to WPI as National Grid
also promotes energy sustainability with its incentive programs. One of the incentive programs that
National Grid is looking to further develop is a “time of use rate plan.” The plan would take into
account the peak hours of energy usage for a certain region. If a building uses energy outside of the
peak hours, National Grid would discount the energy prices. The plan is still in development, but
could be applicable to WPI in the future.[19]
2.3.4 George C. Gordon Library
The George C. Gordon Library, shown in Figure 22, opened in 1967, and has since then been one
of the most used buildings on campus. WPI states that the Gordon Library sees an average of 13,000
visitors per week when school is in session. The Gordon Library provides WPI students, faculty, and
staff with a place to work and study in addition to housing essential resources like books, manuscripts,
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and historical archives. The vision statement of the Gordon Library focuses on creating a comfortable
and welcoming atmosphere.[60]
Figure 22: Outside of the George C. Gordon Library
The Gordon Library provides the WPI community with an annual report on its facilities. In 2012
the Gordon Library made some major physical changes including the expansion of the Information
Commons and consolidation of shelving to create more teaching space. The report also states that
the library has experienced a 62% increase in foot traffic compared to five years earlier.[61] Figure 23
show the inside of the library.
(a) (b)
Figure 23: Inside of the George C. Gordon Library
2.4 Measuring Characteristics of Light
The goal of this library lighting study is to reduce unnecessary light usage in the Gordon Library
where appropriate. In order to determine where in the Gordon Library light energy can be conserved,
methods of evaluating light usage must be understood. Evaluation of lights on campus includes the
understanding of how to measure light intensity, lighting efficacy, and light quality.
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2.4.1 Light Intensity
The intensity of light in an area is determined by measuring the illuminance of that area. Illumi-
nance14 is the areal density of luminous flux incident at a certain point on a surface.[24] Illuminance
is measured in lux (lumens per square meter).[29] As the distance from a given light source increases,
the illuminance from that source decreases due to the increase in area as can be seen in Figure 24. In
order to compare illuminance measurements, the accepted location for a lux measurement is at table
top level or on the working surface.[49] Accepted illuminance values for an area vary depending on
level of complexity of the tasks performed in that area.15[24]
Figure 24: Lux levels at various distances from a light source [3]
2.4.2 Light Efficacy
The Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IESNA)16 is a community dedicated to
improving lighting environments.[15] The IESNA provides definitions of light measurements to help
users better understand lighting technology. The lumen, as defined by the IESNA, is the standard
international (SI) unit of measuring luminous flux, or the time rate flow of light.[27] The lumen rating
of a bulb is the lumen output per watt consumed.[27] Evaluating the lumen rating of a bulb allows
14Understanding the difference between illuminance and luminance: http://www.jimonlight.com/2008/12/18/lighting-
101-luminance-vs-illuminance/
15See Figure 3 in §2.6.2
16Illuminating Engineering Society of North America: https://iesna.org/
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consumers to determine the efficacy of the bulb where efficacy is defined as the quotient of luminous
flux by the total power input.[22] The efficacy is determined by comparing how much power a bulb
requires for a given lumen output. Efficacies of various bulb types are shown in Figure 25 below.
Figure 25: Lumen output for corresponding power input for various bulb types [14]
The average rated lifetime of a light source is the number of hours when 50% of a large group of
lamps have failed.[26] The average lifetimes of various bulb types are shown in Figure 26.
Figure 26: Average rated lifetime of various bulb types [57]
Not all power input to a light bulb is converted to output light.[14] Depending on the bulb type,
some portion of input power is converted into waste heat or infrared light waves.[53] Figure 27 shows
the percentage of input power converted to visible light of various bulb types.
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Figure 27: Percentage of power input converted to heat, infrared
light, and visible light for various bulb types [53]
2.4.3 Light Quality
Electrons undergoing an energy transition in an atom can only transition between certain states
in that atom. The limitation of energy transitions is due to the electron’s discrete energy levels.
Therefore, the electron’s energy is quantized.[42]
When an electron in an atom undergoes such an energy transition in which the electron loses energy,
the atom emits a photon with the same energy. The emitted photon’s energy is quantized by the
Planck-Einstein relation E = hν.[41] Because ν, the frequency of the photon, is inversely proportional
to λ, the wavelength of the photon, the energy drop of an electron is inversely proportional to the
emitted photon’s wavelength.[41][42]
The photon’s wavelengths are at various points of the light spectrum, depending on the atom
the photons are emitted from. Each atom has a specific pattern of spectral lines. For example,
fluorescent lamps which contain mercury, emit a spectra with wavelengths in the ultraviolet and
visible range.[41][42] Figure 28 shows the spectrum of light.
Figure 28: The spectrum of light [10]
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Each type of bulb, such as incandescent, fluorescent, and LED, emits photons with different
energies and different wavelengths. The photon’s wavelengths that lie in the visible spectrum can be
seen when looking through a spectroscope. Natural light has a continuous spectrum. To determine
the quality of artificial light, one can compare the bulb’s spectra to the natural light spectrum. The
more continuous a spectra is, the more closely that bulb resembles natural light. Artificial bulbs with
spectrum’s that closely resemble the sun’s spectrum are considered to be more comfortable to work
in.[11]
The correlated color temperature (CCT) of a bulb alters the color appearance of the light emitted
from a lamp. The CCT of a lamp’s light is the temperature in Kelvin of a reference source (a black-
body emitter) when the black-body’s light is of a comparable hue to the lamp light. The CCT rating
is considered “warm” for lower temperatures and “cool” for higher temperatures.[21] Figure 29 below
gives an example of various ranges of correlated color temperature.
Figure 29: A diagram displaying the look, feel, and temperature of
various correlated color temperatures values [7]
2.5 Lighting Technology
Technologies for artificial lighting include the bulbs used to illuminate spaces. Certain bulbs are
more efficient at converting electrical energy to output light than others, while some light bulbs cost
less than others. Some bulbs imitate natural light better than others. These factors of light bulb
efficiency and light quality must be taken into account when designing lighting systems.
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2.5.1 Incandescent
The historically traditional incandescent light bulb has been in use since the mid 1800s. Incandes-
cent bulbs are inexpensive to manufacture and emit light from a hot filament. Light emitted from a
hot filament can be classified as black-body radiation. The color spectrum of a black-body is purely
temperature dependent and follows a curve similar to those in Figure 30. Black-body radiators have
an advantage over other light sources because they produce light in a continuous spectrum, an im-
portant consideration for certain photographic and scientific applications. As a black-body radiator,
incandescent lights have a high spectral similarity to natural light from the sun which is also a black-
body radiator. Figure 30 shows the different wavelength peaks of different temperature bodies. The
sun is closest to the T=6000K curve while incandescent light bulbs are approximated by the T=3000K
curve. As can be seen in Figure 30, incandescent bulbs exhibit a lower color temperature than the
sun. Figure 30 shows that incandescent bulbs emit light mostly in red and infrared wavelengths.
Figure 30: Curves of various black-body radiators [37]
Since so much input power is being converted to output infrared light, which is sensed mostly as
heat, incandescent lights are very inefficient. According to the Department of Energy, incandescent
light bulbs convert 90% of input energy into output heat.[45] With a power draw of 60W for a typical
800 lumen bulb,[44] a 90% power conversion to heat is a significant amount of energy to waste. Not
only are incandescent lights energy inefficient but also the lights must be replaced frequently as they
wear out after only 1,000 hours of use.[44] Because of the low lifetime and low efficiency of incandescent
bulbs, the Energy and Security Act of 2007 called for an incandescent phase out.[6]
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2.5.2 Fluorescent
Fluorescent lamps represent a newer technology which gained popularity in the last few decades.
These bulbs emit light through the electrical excitation of a mercury vapor contained within a glass
tube. Excitation causes electrons in the mercury atom to undergo energy level transitions which then
emit photons from the mercury vapor atom.
Figure 31 highlights the discrete levels of energy and the transitions between levels for a hydro-
gen atom. The mercury atom exhibits similar energy states, however there are many more energy
transitions in the visible spectrum. The energy differences between these states are quantized so the
photons are emitted at a certain wavelength, causing a phenomenon known as spectral lines.
Figure 31: A diagram of the energy levels of hydrogen [9]
The light emitted from the mercury atoms is in the ultraviolet spectrum which can be harmful
to people. A phosphor coating is applied to the interior of the glass bulb to make the light bulb
safer and more efficient. The ultraviolet light emitted by the mercury atom is reabsorbed by the
phosphor, exciting it. The excited phosphor then spontaneously radiates light in the visible spectrum.
Phosphors come in a wide variety of color emission spectra with some emitting a very red light and
others emitting light which appears more bluish, allowing consumers to chose which light they feel
is most appropriate to their situation. However the phosphor still emits light in specific wavelength
peaks. These peaks exist at specific wavelengths as shown in the intensity versus wavelength plot
of Figure 32. The intensity peaks create a distortion of the light emitted, which can make objects
viewed under fluorescent lighting appear different from how they ordinarily would under a continuous
spectrum light source such as the sun.
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Figure 32: Fluorescent light emission spectrum
Fluorescent lights have issues which make them less than ideal for use. If the bulb is broken
or otherwise damaged, the mercury vapor contained within will leak out and contaminate living
spaces. Mercury vapor is a highly toxic substance and is classified as hazardous by the Environmental
Protection Agency, which means that the vapor can be dangerous even with minimal exposure. Since
fluorescent bulbs contain a small amount of mercury vapor, these bulbs pose a minor hazard to users
only if broken. In addition, when the fluorescent bulb burns out, the spent bulb must be taken to a
recycling facility with the capability of handling mercury. If simply thrown away, the bulb may pose
a risk of contaminating the environment.
Regardless, fluorescent bulbs have a significant advantage over incandescent bulbs with regard
to energy efficiency. A typical 60W incandescent bulb produces 800 lumens of light. A fluorescent
bulb requires only 15W to produce the same light output as an equivalent lumen 60W incandescent
bulb.[44] Although fluorescent bulbs are more energy efficient than incandescent ones, fluorescent
lighting still creates a significant amount of waste heat. According to the Department of Energy,
compact fluorescent bulbs convert 80% of input energy to output heat.[45] Fortunately, fluorescent
bulbs have a lifetime of around 10,000 hours,[44] far exceeding that of incandescent bulbs. Fluorescent
bulbs require an additional component called a ballast, necessary to limit the current flow through
the bulb so that the bulb is not damaged. Unfortunately, the ballast can wear out and require
replacement. Ballasts have an average lifetime of around 20,000 hours but are much more expensive
than the fluorescent lamp. An old ballast can cause issues with light quality, are often noisy, and
cause the light to flicker. Ballasts must therefore be replaced before they fully wear out, reducing
their effective lifetime.
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2.5.3 Light Emitting Diode
Light Emitting Diodes take advantage of the band-gap structure of certain materials to emit light
at specific wavelengths. Electrons are excited, not unlike in a fluorescent bulb, into the conduction
band of a semi-conductor. Then the electron spontaneously decays back into the valence band, giving
off energy as a photon equivalent to the band-gap energy. Because of the small energy requirement
of running a LED, these bulbs can operate at only 12W to produce 800 lumens of light.[44]
Until recently, LEDs which produced light in the visible spectrum were too monochromatic to be
used for general purpose lighting. The addition of a phosphor coating to the light-emitting surface of
a blue LED helps to mimic the emission of a black-body. These lights have many of the advantages
of both incandescent and fluorescent bulbs. Below, Figure 33 compares spectral power distributions
of common light sources. With a smooth spectral emission curve seen in Figure 33, LED bulbs are
capable of producing light similar to sunlight, while running on less power than fluorescent bulbs.
Figure 33: Comparison of spectra of common light sources [39]
The lifetime of LED bulbs can exceed 50,000 hours,[44] making the relatively expensive initial
cost of the bulb worthwhile over time. Furthermore, infrequent replacement means that maintenance
crews do not need to be sent to replace the bulbs as often, saving more costs when the bulbs are in
hard to reach places.[55]
2.6 Lighting System Design
Before making any changes to the current lighting systems in place at WPI, it is crucial to be aware
of the optimal way to design lighting systems. These systems must be adaptive to sunlight as well as
occupancy. When considering an institution that is a workplace for students, faculty, and staff, one
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must adhere to the policies set in place by OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration).
In addition to regulations mandated by OSHA, it is imperative to create a comfortable, glare free,
working environment for building inhabitants.
2.6.1 Lighting Controls
Certain technologies give additional functionality to lighting systems, creating a comfortable envi-
ronment for occupants. Daylight sensors are capable of adjusting the brightness of a space in response
to the level of outdoor light. Occupancy sensors turn lights on when the space is occupied and turn off
lights when the space becomes unoccupied. Daylight sensors and occupancy sensors help to optimize
light systems by turning off unnecessary lights.
Daylight sensors have been shown to increase efficiency of lighting systems, saving between 20%
and 50% depending on the time of year.[38] Figure 34 shows a daylight responsive system with a
daylight sensor monitoring the lux level of a workspace. If the lux reaches a threshold value, the
daylight responsive system will reduce the artificial lighting to conserve energy.[31]
Figure 34: An example of a daylight responsive system[34]
Occupancy Sensors have been shown to provide energy saving between 25% and 40% depending
on the frequency of use of a space.[20] There are various methods occupancy sensors use to de-
tect occupants; some occupancy sensors use infrared light sensors while others use ultrasonic sound
sensors.[30] Infrared sensors are better at detecting motion across the occupancy sensor’s field of view
while ultrasonic sensors are better at detecting motion toward and away from the sensor.[30] When
the occupancy sensor determines that a room is in use, it will turn the lights in the room on. After
a set amount of time without detecting movement, the occupancy sensor dims lights in a room or
powers lights down altogether.[30] Occupancy sensors save energy by reducing the amount of time
lights are powered.
2.6.2 Illuminance Recommendations
In any workspace certain lux levels must be met in order to ensure a comfortable working envi-
ronment. Table 3 provides a guideline for recommended illuminance for different tasks. For office
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spaces, the recommended range of illuminance is between 300-500 lux.[35][36][49][75] This range of
illuminance provides occupants of the space with adequate lighting for working without being too
bright to cause discomfort.
Table 3: Table of the recommended lux for various tasks [75]
Lighting in an area must be uniform so that occupants’ eyes do not need to constantly adjust
to different levels of illumination.[75] Continuous adjustment between lighting levels can cause eye
fatigue to occupants.[75] Shadows on workspaces can cause a similar fatigue because of the different
levels of brightness.[4] To prevent shadows, bulb fixtures should be uniformly spaced around the work
area.[4]
2.6.3 Glare Reduction
Light system design must also take into account glare from glossy surfaces.[4][75] If light fixtures
are placed improperly or the light intensity is simply too high, shiny surfaces can reflect the light
into occupants eyes, causing discomfort and eye fatigue.[75] In many modern working environments,
computers are an integral part of the workstation and lighting glare on computer monitors is a common
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issue for workers.[4][75] Figure 35 shows proper placement of light fixtures to minimize the occurrence
of glare. Light fixtures should be positioned so that any reflection of the light would be directed away
from the occupant’s eyes. In addition, light levels in areas with high glare can be reduced to help
minimize the amount of reflected light.[4]
Figure 35: Methods of reducing glare in workspaces [4]
The incorporation of matte surfaces in workspaces can significantly reduce glare.[4][75] It is recom-
mended to use low-gloss or matte paints on walls and to have carpeted floors so that these surfaces re-
flect minimal light.[75] Appropriate placement of glass-covered pictures and orientation of workspaces
can also help to minimize the glare affecting occupants.
2.7 Summary
As the energy consumption of the world is growing, WPI is making efforts toward sustainable
practices. New lighting technology allows for further reduction of light energy consumption and
more adaptive lighting systems. Regulations provide a baseline for creating a comfortable working
environment. The information presented in the background chapter will provide an understanding of
the methods taken to carry out the lighting study of the George C. Gordon Library.
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3 Methods
This section provides information of the procedures taken to carry out a lighting energy study
at the George C. Gordon Library. The goal of this lighting study was to determine if the lighting
systems in the library could be changed to reduce the energy usage in the library as well as increase
user comfort levels.
3.1 Step One: Gather Preliminary Data
The first step for this project was to learn about the Gordon Library. By gathering informa-
tion about the library, the team was able to understand the library’s energy needs. The team first
considered what purpose the library serves on the WPI campus. The following questions were posed:
• What are the operating hours of the library?
• What type of individuals use the library?
• How does the number of library occupants change throughout the day?
• What type space and assistance does the library provide for educational, meeting, collaboration,
and IT activities?
The team answered these questions by researching the library’s annual report and vision statement,
touring the library, and meeting with the library staff. For example, the Gordon Library’s annual
report provides data on visitor traffic as well as the current resources available to library users.
Additionally, the team met with Donald Richardson, the acting director of library services, as well as
Diane Begreen and Deborah Bockus. Mr. Richardson, Ms. Bockus, and Ms. Begreen were additional
resources used to find answers to these questions.
The team then studied the electricity use of the library. The team addressed the following ques-
tions:
• What is the cost of the electrical energy that the library uses?
• How does the library’s electricity consumption compare to other libraries in the United States?
The team obtained information on electricity usage of the WPI campus by contacting Elizabeth
Tomaszewski, WPI’s Sustainability Coordinator, and William Grudzinski, the chief engineer of the
facilities department. By meeting with Ms. Tomaszewski and Mr. Grudzinski, the team obtained
electricity bills for the main WPI campus, the square footage of all buildings on the main campus, as
well as floor plans to the library. Analysis of WPI’s electricity bills provided information as to how
much electrical energy the buildings on the WPI campus consume and the team was able to estimate
how much energy the library uses based on relative square footage.
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3.2 Step Two: Walkthrough
The next step to the lighting study was to take a physical walkthrough of the Gordon Library.
The goal of this step was to create a floor plan that could be used as a basis for understanding the
library’s rooms and lighting systems without actually being there.
Each floor of the library is comprised of different types of rooms such as offices, tech suites, and
computer labs. After obtaining the floor plans of the library from the facilities department, the team
divided the four library floors into different sections based on the type of rooms and whether there
were windows to let in sunlight. The team made a layout of each section of the library detailing
the lighting systems and equipment in each area. This equipment included lamp types and covers,
as well as lighting controls such as light switches and motion sensors. The team studied the tech
suites as well, however they do not appear on the floor map as numbered sections as they are already
categorized by room number. The team did not study the lighting in the staff offices or the Archives
due to lack of accessibility.
In order to determine the effect of outside light on the library, the number and size of the windows
were also recorded for each section. The team also observed the location of the windows with respect
to the sun and compared the area of the windows to the total area of the room walls. Finally, the
team noted which windows have shades, and which do not.
The next question to address was how well lit the rooms of the library are. Measurements of the
illuminance of each area were taken using a lux meter such as the one shown in Figure 36 below. Lux
measurements were recorded for each light setting in rooms that have adjustable lights. Additionally,
lux readings in areas affected by outside light were repeated at three times: 9:00 AM, when the
sunlight was dim; 2:00 PM, when the sunlight was most intense; and 7:30 PM, when there was no
sunlight.
Figure 36: Digital Instruments LX1010B Lux Meter
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The team analyzed the spectra of light sources using an Vernier Emissions Spectrometer, as seen in
Figure 37. The spectrometer measured the relative intensity of a light source at different wavelengths.
The data collected by the emissions spectrometer was arranged in a spectral power distribution plot
of each light source: incandescent, fluorescent, LED, and natural light.
Figure 37: Vernier Emissions Spectrometer[52]
The team used a General Electric LED bulb, a General Electric compact fluorescent lamp (CFL)
bulb, and a Sylvania halogen bulb, as seen in Figure 38 below. All bulbs were 800 lumens and 2700K.
The spectra was measured by setting a desk lamp 1.83 meters away from the Vernier Emissions
Spectrometer which collected the data from each bulb using Logger Pro.
Figure 38: LED Bulb, CFL Bulb, halogen Bulb
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In each of the sections of the Gordon Library the team used an infrared camera, seen in Figure
39, to measure the temperature of bulbs in the library. By measuring the temperature, the team
could determine the heat generated by certain bulbs and analyze the energy wasted as heat. The
temperature readings of each type of bulb in each location were recorded and infrared images of these
bulbs were captured. Additionally, the team measured the temperature of the same LED, compact
fluorescent, and halogen bulbs used for the spectral measurements.
Figure 39: Flir i7 Infrared Camera
3.3 Step Three: Determine a Baseline
To determine a baseline for the lighting and energy use in the Gordon Library, the team classified
each section of the floor plans according to the purpose and lighting need of the section. The team
classified each section as one of the following: individual study space, collaborative study space, office,
atrium, exhibit hallway, shelving space, stairwell, and computer labs. The team researched accepted
values of lux for each section which allowed the team to compare the recommended illuminance with
the measured illuminance in the library.
Additionally, the team compared the temperatures and spectra of the bulbs that were found in
the walkthrough to determine which bulb would be the most comfortable and energy efficient choice
for the library’s lights.
The team estimated the library’s electricity consumption per square foot based on the electricity
bills obtained from the facilities department and the square footage of each building on the WPI
campus. The team compared the Gordon Library’s electricity consumption per square foot to the
national average electricity consumption per square foot of library’s across the United States.
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The team used a data logger attached to a photovoltaic cell, shown in Figure 40 below, to record
the times of light usage on each floor of the library. The photometer was placed on a high shelf for
twenty-four hours and recorded at what times the lights were turned on or off.
Figure 40: EL-USB-3 Data Logger with photovoltaic cell
3.4 Step Four: Survey
Since this project also considered human behavior, the team conducted a survey of WPI students,
faculty, and staff. The survey focused on the following questions.
• What were library users perception of lighting levels in the library?
• What initiatives do students, faculty, and staff take to conserve light energy?
The first part of the survey was designed to evaluate comfort levels with respect to lighting. The
participants were asked to rank the comfort level of the lighting where they were working from five
options: very dark, dark, ideal, bright, very bright. Measurements of the lux of each user’s work space
were taken at the time of the survey. The results from the survey helped to determine the lighting
preferences of occupants in comparison to actual lux levels.
The second part of the survey asked students, faculty, and staff to describe their energy saving
efforts. The question asked survey participants how often they left lights on when they were the last
occupant to leave any room. The range of answers was: never, rarely, sometimes, usually, always, and
not sure. The survey results determined whether the habits of library users significantly affect the
library’s energy use. Additionally the survey indicated if an initiative to increase energy sustainability
awareness in the library could be effective.
3.5 Step Five: Propose Solutions
The final step the team took was to determine methods of reducing light energy waste in the
library. In order to answer this question, the team put together the information collected from steps
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one through four and analyzed it for the best possible solutions.
The information obtained in the light energy study presented the team different methods of mini-
mizing the sources of light energy waste in the Gordon Library. A return on investment analysis was
completed for each method by determining the initial cost of each solution as well as the potential
yearly savings. The solutions were then presented, taking into account efficacy and feasibility.
3.6 Summary
The methods helped the team to address questions regarding the energy usage of the Gordon
Library. The team focused on the following issues.
• How much energy does the Gordon Library use (according to its electricity bills)?
• What sources of lighting does the library contain?
• How does the lux and temperature of the library’s bulbs compare with industry standards?
• How comfortable are students with the lux levels in the library?
• What changes can be made to improve the library’s lighting systems?
• When can changes to the library’s lighting systems be implemented?
Answering these questions helped the team to provide recommendations to improve the lighting
energy efficiency in WPI’s Gordon Library.
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4 Results and Analysis
The results and analysis section presents the measurements collected as a part of the lighting
study of the George C. Gordon Library. Additionally, this section analyzes the significance of each
measurement in the context of this project. The team discusses the layout of the Gordon Library, the
efficiency of the library’s lighting systems, the comfort of library light, and the usage of the library’s
lighting systems.
4.1 Layout
To learn more about the layout and function of the library, the team obtained floor plans of the
library and divided each floor into sections. Lux recommendations were then determined for each of
the sections based on the section’s purpose. Additionally, the team studied the effect of outside light
on the library by tracking the position of the sun and measuring the size and number of windows in
library rooms.
4.1.1 Floor Maps
The team used the floor maps of the Gordon Library located on the library website.17 Each floor
of the library was divided into numbered sections based on the type of tasks that were completed in
each section and the effect of outside light on the section. Tech Suites, which were classified as office
spaces, were also studied but do not appear on the floor maps as they are already organized by room
number. Private work spaces such as staff offices were not studied due to lack of accessibility. Figures
41, 42, 43, and 44 below illustrate how the team divided each floor of the library.18 In each figure,
windows that allow in natural light are indicated by a sun symbol.
Figure 41: Sections on the third floor of the library
17George C. Gordon Library floor maps: http://www.wpi.edu/academics/library/inlibrary/floor-maps.html
18Pictures of each section can be found in appendices A.1, B.1, C.1, and D.1.
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The third floor is a quiet floor comprised of individual work space (sections 2 and 3), collaborative
work space (sections 1 and 4), shelving (section 6), and an exhibit hall (section 5). Unlabeled spaces
are administrative offices.
Figure 42: Sections on the second floor of the library
The second floor is comprised of computer work space (sections 1 and 3), collaborative work space
(section 2), and the main entrance (section 4). Unlabeled spaces are tech suites, administrative spaces,
an information technology desk, and a cafe´.
Figure 43: Sections on the first floor of the library
The first floor is a quiet floor comprised of individual work space (sections 1, 3, 5, and 9), computer
work space (sections 6, 7, and 8), and shelving (sections 2 and 4). Unlabeled spaces are tech suites.
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Figure 44: Sections on the ground floor of the library
The ground floor is comprised of collaborative work space (sections 1 and 4), computer work space
(section 2), and shelving (section 3). Unlabeled spaces are the Archives.
4.1.2 Recommended Lux Values
The team compiled a list of nine different collaborative or individual use spaces in the library and
each numbered section on the floor maps was categorized as one of the nine use spaces. The difficulty
level of tasks performed in each section was determined by considering the scale and contrast of the
activities done in that section, after which the team determined the recommended levels of illuminance
for each task difficulty level based on research of industry lighting standards. Table 4 shows each type
of section, the difficulty level of tasks performed in that section, and the recommended illuminance
value.19
Table 4: Recommended lux values
19Lux recommendations for each section of the library can be found in appendices A.2, B.2. C.2, and D.2.
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4.1.3 Sunlight
Each floor contains windows that let in natural light throughout the day. The team compared
the length of the windows to the length of the wall to determine what percentage of the wall was
comprised of windows. Table 5 gives the calculations for the library window measurements.
Table 5: Window measurements
All windows in the library lined the walls from floor to ceiling as seen in Figure 45. The exception
was one room: Anderson Labs B (first floor, section 8). In Anderson Labs B, the team measured the
length and height of the windows and accounted for the percentage of windows on the walls in this
way.
Figure 45: An image of the east-facing floor-to-ceiling windows in the library
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The team tracked the position of the sun throughout the day using a compass and an online sun
calculator20 to determine at what time of day the windowed sections of the library were affected by
outside light. Figure 46 below shows the position of the sun as the day progressed as well as the
sections that were affected by sunlight at certain times of day.
(a) (b)
Figure 46: Sun movement
This lighting study was completed in early spring, just after the start of daylight savings time.
At this time of year, the sun rises 48° east of due south, sets 48° west of due south, and will never
directly affect the north side of the library. Later in the year, in June and July, the sun will rise
64° east of due south and set 64° west of due south. The duration of time the sun affects the library
will increase as spring turns to summer because of long daylight hours. In the winter, the duration of
sunlight decreases giving the sun a smaller effect on the library. Measurements for this lighting study
were collected in early April when the sun illuminated the library for almost thirteen hours a day.[1]
4.2 Light Energy Efficiency
The team assessed the light energy efficiency of the Gordon Library by measuring illumination
levels in the library and the temperature of various bulbs. Lux measurements were taken in each
section of the library. For sections that the team determined to be affected by outside light, lux
measurements were repeated at three times of the day in order to assess the impact of natural lighting.
Also, the temperature of household bulbs and campus building bulbs were measured to assess the
amount of waste heat each bulb type produces.
20SunCalc: http://suncalc.net/#/42.2742,-71.8063,17/2015.04.17/06:06
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4.2.1 Illumination
The recorded lux measurements were compared to the recommended lux values for each section.
Subsequently, the team calculated the percentage that the measured lux differed from the recom-
mended lux value. Finally, the percentages were divided into 5 categories:
Very bright More than 75% above the recommended value
Bright Between 25% and 75% above the recommended value
Appropriately lit Between ± 25% difference from the recommended value
Dim Between -25% and -75% below the recommended value
Very dim Less than -75% below the recommended value
Figures 47, 48, 49, and 50 show the percentage off of recommended illuminance values for all
non-windowed sections of the Gordon Library. In these figures, a sun symbol represents a section
that is significantly impacted by natural light. These windowed sections change illumination levels
throughout the day and will be discussed later in the project.
Figure 47: Percentage difference between recommended lux values
and measured lux values on the third floor of the library
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Figure 48: Percentage difference between recommended lux values
and measured lux values on the second floor of the library
Figure 49: Percentage difference between recommended lux values
and measured lux values on the first floor of the library
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Figure 50: Percentage difference between recommended lux values
and measured lux values on the ground floor of the library
The figures indicate that 13 of the 26 sections studied are improperly lit when compared to
recommended lighting levels: four very bright sections, three bright sections, and six dim sections.21
Windowed sections are not colored in these figures because they have changing lux levels throughout
the day and will be discussed later. Section three on the ground floor, a shelving area, is particularly
bright, with a percent difference of +200%. Over illuminated sections waste electrical energy to power
more lights than necessary.
Figure 51 below depicts a comparison of percent lux difference from recommended values for all
the studied sections in the library. On the right hand side of the graph are the over illuminated
sections; on the left hand side are the under illuminated sections.
21Tables detailing the calculations made to find lux percentages can be found in appendices A.2, B.2, C.2, and D.2.
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Figure 51: Graph of percent lux difference from recommended values
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Figure 51 depicts that there are a similar number of bright sections as there are dim sections.
Illumination in the bright sections should be addressed first as bright sections are more problematic.
Illumination in these areas could be adjusted to not only save electrical energy but also to improve
the comfort of occupants of the section.
Some sections of the library are affected by outside light as shown in Figure 46. In these sections,
the team measured lux at three different times of day: 9:00 AM, 2:00 PM, and 7:30 PM. Figures 52
and 53 show the change in lux of section three of the first floor and section four of the third floor.
The grey line in each figure indicates the recommended lux value for section 3 of the first floor in
figure 52 and for section 4 of the third floor in Figure 53.
Figure 52: Lux levels of section three of the first floor throughout the day
The third section of the first floor is an individual work space where the recommended lux value
is 400. The sunlight affects this section making the section very bright in the morning while dim at
night.
Figure 53: Lux levels of section four of the third floor throughout the day
The fourth section of the third floor is a collaborative work space where the recommended lux
value is also 400. Similar to the third section of the first floor, the illuminance in the fourth section
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of the third floor fluctuates throughout the day. However the peak sun illumination for the sections
that are both lit by sunlight occur at different times of the day, so the lights in both of these sections
would need to be adjusted individually to optimize illumination levels. Since the artificial lighting
in each of the sun lit sections only provides 200 lux when there is no sunlight, section 3 on the first
floor and section 4 on the third floor are both under lit at night. Furthermore, all artificial lighting
remains on throughout the day despite the sections being more than sufficiently lit by natural light.
This issue contributes to electrical light energy waste.22
4.2.2 Bulb Temperature
The team found that only a relatively small percentage of input power to a bulb is output as
visible light. To assess the input power radiated as heat, the team measured the temperatures of
three household bulbs with the same lux output values: a LED bulb, a CFL bulb, and a halogen
bulb. The temperature data for the three bulbs are given in Figure 54.
Figure 54: Temperatures of 800 lumen household bulbs
Figure 54 illustrates that halogen bulbs and CFL bulbs are much hotter than LED bulbs. The
difference in temperature between LEDs and older bulbs indicate that LED bulbs produce less heat
from the bulb’s input power, making LED bulbs more efficient than older alternatives.
The team also measured the temperature of the bulbs in the library and compared these measure-
ments to replacement LED bulbs in the Campus Center. Figure 55 shows the thermal images of two
T-8 light bulbs: a fluorescent on the left and a LED on the right.
22Additional figures depicting windowed sections of the library can be found in appendices A.2, B.2, C.2, and D.2.
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(a) (b)
Figure 55: Thermal images of a T-8 fluorescent bulb and a T-8 LED bulb
The thermal images show that the LED bulb is sixteen degrees cooler than the fluorescent lamp.
Since the LED generates less heat, it operates with more electrical energy efficiency than the fluores-
cent bulb.
4.3 Comfort of Light
To assess the comfort of light appearance in the Gordon Library, the team measured the spectra of
library bulbs, household bulbs, and natural light in addition to conducting a survey of library user’s
illumination preferences. Analyzing the spectra measurements of each household bulb allowed the
team to compare each bulb to natural light and create a projection of potential LED light spectra
in the library. The survey of library user’s illumination preferences assessed what illumination level
library users consider to be ideal lighting.
4.3.1 Spectra
The team used an emissions spectrometer to measure and compare the spectra of LED, incan-
descent, and fluorescent bulbs to each other and to natural sunlight. The data gathered from the
emissions spectrometer was arranged in a spectral intensity distribution (SID) graph. On the hor-
izontal axis is the wavelength of light and on the vertical axis is the intensity of the light at each
wavelength within the visible spectrum. Sunlight, often considered the most comfortable light, has a
continuous SID because the sun emits light as a black-body.23 While a light source with several dis-
23Black-body emission was discussed previously in §2.5.1.
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crete peaks can produce a light which appears similar to sunlight, spectral analysis will show that the
light is actually the combination of several different colors. A discontinuous SID is one characteristic
of harsh, uncomfortable light. Figure 56 shows the comparison between the measured light sources
plotted as a SID.
Figure 56: Comparison spectrum of fluorescent, incandescent, LED, and indirect sunlight
In order to mimic sunlight, light bulbs must output a similar spectral intensity distribution.
From Figure 56 it is clear that fluorescent bulbs have the least similar SID to natural light while
incandescent and LED bulbs have the most similar SID to sunlight. From the comparison of bulb
spectra, the team determined that fluorescent bulbs illuminate areas with an unnatural light while
LED and incandescent bulbs tend to illuminate areas with a more natural light. However, the spectra
of incandescent and LED are more red compared to the sunlight spectrum because the bulbs tested
had a correlated color temperature (CCT)24 of 2700K, which is a reddish light. A bulb with a higher
CCT would have even more similarity to natural sunlight, shifting the SID leftward on the graph
towards the sunlight curve.
The team analyzed the spectra of light in the library using measurements of sunlight and the
fluorescent bulbs in the library. Figure 57 shows the spectrum of ambient lighting in the library
which consists of a combination of indirect sunlight and fluorescent artificial light which was measured
near the windows in section 6 on the third floor of the library to account for the natural light which
illuminates some sections of the library.
24Correlated color temperature was discussed previously in §2.4.3
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Figure 57: Ambient light spectra in the library
The spectrum in Figure 57 has an underlying sunlight spectrum combined with the fluorescent
spectrum. The spectrum is not smooth because of the fluorescent light contribution. The fluorescent
light peaks make the light in the library unnatural.
The team made a graphical projection of the lighting in the library if the fluorescent bulbs were
replaced with LED bulbs. The spectrum of sunlight in the library was combined with the spectrum
of the LED from Figure 56 to form Figure 58.
Figure 58: Projected ambient lighting in the library if the
fluorescent bulbs were swapped with LED
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The projected spectrum in Figure 58 is similar to the sunlight spectrum as seen in Figure 56 and
is far smoother than the spectrum in Figure 57. Since the LED library light curve is more continuous
than the fluorescent curve, the light provided by LEDs would be more comfortable to users.
4.3.2 Illumination Preferences
The team conducted a survey of library users’ illumination preferences in different sections of the
library. The survey asked users to evaluate the brightness of their work space from one of five choices:
very dark, dark, ideal, bright, and very bright.25
The survey was conducted in sections 1 and 3 on the second floor as well as section two on the
ground floor. When conducting the survey, the team measured the lux level of each survey partici-
pant’s work space using a lux meter. Each survey was then labeled with a lux measurement so the
team could compare library user’s opinions on illumination levels with federal lux level recommenda-
tions. Figure 59 below illustrates how illumination preferences of library users compare with actual
lux levels at the time of each survey. The graph was created by averaging survey responses for 9 lux
intervals.
Figure 59: Lux survey responses
Figure 59 displays an increasing linear trend which highlights that as lux level increases, library
users consider the area to be brighter. The horizontal blue line in Figure 59 indicates a rating of
“ideal” brightness. All but one data point lie on or above the ideal line, indicating that many library
25A copy of the paper survey is given in Appendix G.
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users feel that the lighting in the library is too bright rather than too dark. Additionally, the trendline
has a gradual slope which indicates that many library users feel that the lighting in the library is
ideal regardless of the actual lux level. Therefore, reducing the lux levels in the library would have
only a slight impact on library user’s comfort levels.
4.4 Library Lighting System Usage
The team studied the usage of the Gordon Library lighting systems by conducting a survey of
library users’ energy conservation habits and recording the lighting controls in each section of the
library. Additionally the team analyzed the library lighting system usage by using a photometer to
measure the amount of time library lights were on, obtaining the electricity bills for the main WPI
campus, and measuring visitor traffic in the library by counting the number of library users on each
floor throughout the day.
4.4.1 Habits
The team conducted a survey in which library users were asked to describe how often they leave
the lights on when they are the last person to leave any room where lighting can be controlled. The
five options were: never, rarely, sometimes, usually, and always.26 Figure 60 below shows the energy
conservation habits of library users.
Figure 60: Graphic depicting the energy conservation habits of library users
Figure 60 indicates that many library users are conscientious about saving light energy as about
62% of library users turn off the lights either always or usually. The team considers these users to
have good energy conservation habits. About 27% of library users only sometimes turn off the lights,
26A copy of the paper survey can be found in Appendix G.
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and about 11% of library users rarely or never turn off adjustable lights. Though a large portion of
library users do display an awareness to light energy conservation and are knowledgeable on how to
prevent light energy waste, the results of the survey indicate that energy conscious habits of library
users could still be improved.
4.4.2 Library Lighting Controls
The team noted where lights in the library could be controlled by recording which sections had
a motion sensor, which sections had a light switch, which sections had both, and which had neither.
The team found that few sections had motion sensors installed. The sections with motion sensors
were tech suite 316, ground floor section 2, first floor section 6, first floor section 7, first floor section
8, and third floor section 5. These sections are highlighted in green in Figure 61.
Additionally, the team discovered that four rooms did not have a light switch or a motion sensor,
and therefore there was no way for the users of the room to control the lights in these rooms. These
rooms were tech suites 111, 111A, 112, and 112A. These sections are highlighted in red in Figure 61.
(a) Third floor (b) Second floor
(c) First floor (d) Ground floor
Figure 61: Lighting controls in the library
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4.4.3 Hours of Operation
The team compared the hours of library light usage to the operating hours of the library using
hours of operation from the Gordon Library website. Table 6 gives the operating hours for the Gordon
Library.
Table 6: Operating hours of the George C. Gordon Library[60]
Table 6 shows that the library is open for 110 hours each week giving an average of about 16 hours
a day, or 65% of the time. Assuming that the library staff are in the building about an hour before
opening and about an hour after close, the team estimates that the lights in the library are running
about 74% of the time.
The team compared the operating hours of the library with the library’s hours of light usage by
using a USB data logger attached to a photovoltaic cell, referred to as a photometer. The photovoltaic
cell on the photometer measured the ambient light intensity in the library and the USB data logger
displayed the output data as a voltage. By analyzing the voltage of the photometer data, the team
could tell when the library lights were turned on and off. Figure 62 gives a graph of the photometer
data collected on the ground floor of the library over the span of 24 hours.
Figure 62: Data from photometer positioned on the ground floor of the library
On the day that data was collected for Figure 62, the lights in the ground floor of the Gordon
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Library were only turned off once, for about 40 minutes after the library closed. Figure 62 indicates
that the lights were left on by a library user or staff when they could have been turned off. On this
day that data was collected on the ground floor, the lights were on for 96% of the day. Given the
team’s estimates of lights being on for all operating hours with an extra hour in the morning and
night for opening and closing, the lights should have been on for 79% of the time. An initiative to
increase energy conservation habits could help to avoid this situation in the future.
The team repeated data collection with the photometer again on the ground floor, first floor, and
third floor. Table 7 compares the percentage of time lights were on with the percentage of time that
the team estimates the lights in the library should be on on the days that the data was collected.27
The team estimated the run time of the lights by dividing the operating hours plus an additional
hour for each opening and closing by the total number of hours that the photometer recorded data
for each trial. The estimated run time for each trial differs for some trials because the run time was
calculated based on the operating hours for the days the data was collected on.
Table 7: Photometer data from multiple floors compared to expectations
Table 7 shows that the ground floor had lights running for longer than the expected time. Since
the section of the ground floor that the photometer was placed in (section 4) does not have a motion
sensor, the lights do not automatically shut off when not in use. In section 5 of the third floor,
which had a motion sensor, the lights were powered for less time than expected, highlighting the
functionality of a motion sensor.
4.4.4 Library Traffic
The team counted the number of visitors in the library three times a day over several weeks. The
visitor count was recorded separately for each floor. Figure 63 shows how the number of visitors in
the library changes during the day as well as the differences in population on each floor.
27Graphs of photometer data collected on the ground, first, and third floor of the library are included in Appendix
H.
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Figure 63: Population of each floors in the library throughout the day
Early in the day, the number of library visitors was low with the majority of visitors on the second
floor of the library. In the afternoon, library visitor population peaked and the visitor population
became more evenly distributed between the floors. At night, library visitor population decreased but
remains higher than the population in the morning. The ground floor experienced the least visitor
traffic throughout the day. There were days when the team noticed that all the lights on the ground
floor were running, despite there being no visitors on that floor. Since the ground floor has a low
visitor population early in the morning, the lights could be adjusted to increase the efficiency of the
lighting system based on the actual light need.
4.4.5 Electricity Usage
The team was provided with the electricity bill for the main campus as well as the square footage
of all of the main campus buildings. From this information, the team was able to calculate the average
energy use per square foot for campus buildings and then estimate the energy consumption of the
library. Figure 64 shows the library square footage as a percentage of the total square footage of the
main campus.
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Figure 64: Percent of the Gordon Library square footage compared to the total main campus
Figure 64 shows that the library accounts for 6% of square footage of main campus buildings
therefore the team projected that the library accounts for approximately 6% of the energy of the main
campus. From the electrical energy bill and the square footage of the library, the team estimated
that the library consumed 1,007 MWh annually. The team determined that the library consumes
14.5 kWh/sq. ft of electrical energy compared to a national average of 26.9 kWh/sq. ft.[8] While the
Gordon Library is below the national average, further reductions in energy waste are possible.
The team also counted the number of bulbs in the library and referenced the bulb information
provided by manufacturers in order to analyze the amount of power the lighting system of the library
consumes. Tables 8 and 9 show data for the fluorescent bulbs used in the library as well as data for
a direct replacement LED bulb.
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Table 8: Comparison of T8 fluorescent and LED bulbs
Table 9: Comparison of compact fluorescent and LED bulbs
The tables above show that the majority of bulbs in the library are four foot fluorescent “T-8”
style tube lamps and there are a few compact fluorescent lamps. The tables also illustrate some
advantages and disadvantages of LED bulbs compared to fluorescent bulbs such as lower running cost
but higher initial cost.
From the number of fluorescent bulbs, the wattage of the fluorescent bulbs, and the operating
hours of the library, the team was able to estimate the energy to power light bulbs in the library as a
percentage of the total energy used in the library. Figure 65 shows the breakdown of electrical energy
consumed in the library.
Figure 65 shows that almost 50% of the energy used by the library is consumed by the fluorescent
bulbs in the library. Since the amount of energy consumed by the library’s lighting system is a large
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Figure 65: Electrical energy breakdown of the Gordon Library
portion of the total energy used by the library, any improvements to energy efficiency in the library
would make a significant reduction in library energy consumption.
4.5 Summary
The results and analysis chapter presents the collection of measurements made during the lighting
study of the Gordon Library. These measurements indicated to the team areas in which light energy in
the library could be conserved, how the appearance of library light could be made more comfortable,
and how energy conservation habits could be improved. The team used the data collected to provide
recommendations that best address these problems.
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5 Recommendations and Conclusions
From the results and analysis chapter of the lighting study of the Gordon Library, the team
was able to form recommendations to address energy improvements to the library lighting systems.
Below, five recommendations are detailed which would increase energy efficiency and user comfort in
the Gordon Library.
5.1 Recommendation 1 - LED Bulb Replacements
Recommendation 1A
Replace all fluorescent T8 bulbs with LED T8 bulbs.
Replacing the 2,555 bulbs across all floors of the library would cost $46,000, accounting for bulb
rebates.28 A direct replacement of all the fluorescent T8 bulbs with LED T8 bulbs would cut operating
costs of the library lighting systems by nearly 50%, saving WPI 254 MWh and $38,100 per year, paying
for the cost of installation in 14.5 months.29
Recommendation 1B
Replace fluorescent T8 bulbs in the the highest use floors with LED T8 bulbs.
Population data shows that the first and second floor of the library are the most populated floors
and therefore bulbs on these floors have the highest percentage of time spent running. On the second
and first floor there are 1,617 fluorescent T8 bulbs and a replacement of all of these bulbs with
LED T8 bulbs would cost $29,000 accounting for bulk purchase discount and bulb rebates. A direct
replacement of these 1,617 fluorescent T8 bulbs with LED T8 bulbs would cut operating costs of the
library lighting systems by 30%, saving WPI 166 MWh and $24,900 per year.
An outline of replacing bulbs on each individual floor is detailed below in Table 10.
Table 10: Cost and monthly payback of replacing fluorescent bulbs with LEDs
28Current rebates for LED T8s are $10 per bulb. See Appendix I for more information about rebates.
29See Table 10. More information about the return on investment calculations can be found in Appendix I.
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Table 10 shows the cost of retrofitting each floor with LED bulbs, the monthly payback of each
floor, and the projected return on investment based on bulb operating hours from photometer data.
The team discovered that the spectrum of an LED bulb is smooth and continuous, similar to the
spectrum of natural light.30 Since natural light is considered to be comfortable, the team concluded
that a replacement of fluorescent bulbs with LED bulbs would also enhance user comfort in the library.
The team found that LED T8 bulbs have an operating temperature 16°F less than fluorescent T8
bulbs.31 A lower bulb temperature is a contributing factor to the energy efficiency of LED bulbs as
they produce less heat than comparable fluorescent bulbs.
The replacement of fluorescent T8 bulbs in the library with LED T8 bulbs would not only in-
crease energy efficiency of the library lighting systems but also provide a more comfortable working
environment for WPI community members. While the initial investment in LED bulbs for the entire
library is a significant amount of money, the payback period for the investment is just over one year
and the floors of the library can be retrofitted individually to distribute initial costs over time.
Recommendation 1C
Record when bulbs and ballasts are replaced to provide data for cost analysis.
The team recommends that a record be kept of when bulbs and ballasts are replaced so that future
projects can analyze the upkeep costs of an LED lighting system and compare it to the upkeep cost
of a fluorescent lighting system. The team expects that ballasts in a LED lighting system will need
to be replaced less frequently, because LEDs draw less power, resulting in less wear on the ballast.
Less frequent ballast replacements would reduce the cost of upkeep of a lighting system.
5.2 Recommendation 2 - Motion Sensors
Recommendation 2A
Install motion sensors in all areas that do not currently have one.
Ultrasonic motion sensors should be installed in the large work spaces of the library such as the
ground floor sections 1 and 4, the second floor sections 1-4, and the third floor sections 1, 2, and 4.
Because ultrasonic sensors detect motion toward and away from the sensor, ultrasonic sensors more
effective at sensing movement in large work spaces. Infrared motion sensors should be installed in
the small work space sections of the library such as the ground floor section 3, the first floor sections
1-5, and 9, and the third floor sections 3 and 6. Infrared motion sensors work well at detecting
motion in smaller areas because they sense motion across the sensor’s field of view. These sections are
highlighted in Figure 66, where the sections with ultrasonic motion sensors are highlighted in purple,
30For a comparison of fluorescent library lighting to projected LED library lighting, see Figures 57 and 58 in §4.3.1.
31See Figure 55 in §4.2.2 for more information.
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and the sections with infrared motion sensor are highlighted in yellow. Motion sensors turn off lights
automatically when not in use so that library users and staff do not have to be responsible for this
task. Studies have shown that motion sensors can reduce a building’s electrical energy consumption
by 25-40%.[20]32
(a) Third floor (b) Second floor
(c) First floor (d) Ground floor
Figure 66: Sections that should be equipped with motion sensors
In order to install motion sensors in the sections mentioned above, the library would need 26
infrared sensors and 24 ultrasonic sensors. This results in each section having 2-4 sensors. With the
average price for infrared sensors that cover a 2000 sq. ft range being $150, and the average cost for
a 1200 sq. ft range ultrasonic sensor being $100, the cost to purchase these sensors would be $6,300
with the additional cost of labor to install the sensors. The cost of running the lights each year in
these sections each week is $66,050 for the existing T8 fluorescent lights and about $1000 for the CFL
bulbs for an estimated 124 hours of use per week. With an estimated energy consumption reduction
of about 25%, the installation of motion sensors in these sections would save about 112 MWh and
$16,700 per year. The payback period would be 4.5 months for this investment.
32Background information on light sensors can be found in §2.6.1
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Recommendation 2B
Install motion sensors in infrequently populated areas.
The infrequently populated sections of the library that should have motion sensors installed are
the ground floor and the third floor. Ultrasonic sensors should be installed in the ground floor sections
1 and 4, and the third floor sections 1, 2, and 4. Infrared motion sensors should be installed in section
3 on the ground floor and sections 3 and 6 on the third floor. The population data presented in Figure
63, section §4.4.4 showed that the ground floor and the third floor have the least visitors throughout
the day. Because the ground floor and the third floor of the library are used less frequently than other
floors, the installation of motion sensors could reduce electrical energy consumption on these floors
by up to 40%.[20] 9 infrared motion sensors and 13 ultrasonic motion sensors would be necessary for
the infrequently populated sections. The cost for these sensors would be $2,650 with an additional
cost for the time and labor it takes to install the sensors. The library spends $22,800 each year to run
the 735 lights in these sections for 124 hours per week. Installing motion sensors in the infrequently
used sections of the library would save about 60.8 MWh and $9,100 per year. The payback period is
3.5 months.
5.3 Recommendation 3 - Daylight Sensors
Recommendation 3A
Install daylight sensors in all east and south facing windowed sections.
The windowed sections of the library include section 4 on the ground floor, sections 3, 5, 7, 8,
and 9 on the first floor, section 2 on the second floor, and sections 2, 4, and 6 on the third floor.
These sections are highlighted in Figure 67, where the sections with stars indicate that the section is
affected greatly by sunlight. The illuminance levels in the windowed sections of the library fluctuated
throughout the day due to the contribution of sunlight. Daylight sensors take into account the intensity
of natural light on an area, and adjust the artificial lighting accordingly by automatically dimming
lights or turning off a portion of the lights. Daylight sensors maintain a consistent illimunation level
of an area to create a comfortable environment and reduce electrical energy waste from over lit spaces.
Daylight sensors cost an average of $100. Installing daylight sensors in all windowed sections of
the library would require 19 sensors and cost a total of $1900 as well as the cost of labor to install the
sensors. Daylight sensors turn off a portion of the lights in the library when the sensor determines the
contribution from natural lighting is enough to sufficiently light the area. The installation of daylight
sensors in all windowed sections of the library would turn 630 T8 fluorescent lights off for 6-10 hours
a day each. The savings from the 630 T8 fluorescent lights being turned off for a portion of the day
would save the library 48 MWh and $7,250 in electricity costs per year. The payback period would
be 3.1 months.
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(a) Third floor (b) Second floor
(c) First floor (d) Ground floor
Figure 67: Windowed sections that should be equipped with daylight sensors
Recommendation 3B
Install daylight sensors in windowed sections with illuminance levels that fluctuate greatly through-
out the day.
The sections of the library with illuminance values that fluctuate greatly are section 3 on the first
floor, section 2 on the second floor, and sections 2, 4, and 6 on the third floor. These sections are
labeled with stars in Figure 67. The lux levels in these sections differ by over 100% throughout the
day. Installing daylight sensors in these sections of the library would create a more comfortable work
space and reduce electrical energy waste.
The cost of installing daylight sensors in the five windowed sections of the library mentioned above
would be $1,300 for 13 sensors plus the cost of labor for installation. These sensors would turn 430
T8 fluorescent lights off for 6-10 hours a day. The installation of these daylight sensors would save the
library 41 MWh and $6,160 in electricity costs per year. The payback period would be 2.5 months.
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5.4 Recommendation 4 - Illumination Adjustment
Recommendation 4A
Remove bulbs in over illuminated sections to achieve federally recommended illumination levels.
In order to achieve federally recommended values of illumination, 452 fluorescent T8 bulbs should
be removed, saving WPI 105 MWh and $15,800 annually. The number of bulbs removed should be:
96 from the ground floor section 3, 129 from the first floor section 4, 78 from the second floor section
1, 113 from second floor section 3, 21 from the third floor section 3, 4 from tech suite 111, 5 from tech
suite 111A, and 6 from tech suite 112.
Recommendation 4B
Replace bulbs in over illuminated sections with lower lumen value bulbs to achieve federally
recommended illumination levels.
In order to achieve federally recommended values of illumination, 1080 bulbs should be replaced
with lower lumen value bulbs. The sections that are over illuminated are generally over illuminated
by about 50% so the 3000 lumen bulbs could be replaced with 2000 lumen bulbs. The 2000 lumen
bulbs use only 25 Watts, 7 Watts less than the 3000 lumen bulbs. Replacement of bulbs in the ground
floor section 3, the first floor section 4, the second floor sections 1 and 3, the third floor section 3,
tech suite 111, 111A, and tech suite 112 would achieve recommended illumination levels as well as
saving WPI 49 MWh and $7,400 annually.
5.5 Recommendation 5 - Lighting Energy Conservation Awareness
Recommendation 5A
Create and implement a campus-wide program to increase energy conservation awareness.
A program that teaches students, faculty, and staff where and how they can make an impact on
WPI’s energy use should be implemented to encourage the entire WPI community to take an active
role in the campus’ sustainability efforts. This program could be run by one of WPI’s sustainability
groups such as the WPI Sustainability Task Force or the WPI Green Team. The program could
include information on how WPI users can become more involved in conserving energy on campus as
well as provide an opportunity for students to tell campus administration what sustainability efforts
they would like to see in the future. This program would only cost the time and effort of the people
running the program but would aim to improve the energy conservation habits of WPI students,
faculty, and staff.
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Recommendation 5B
Implement signs that indicate where lights in the library can be controlled.
Signs reminding library users and staff to turn off lights when not in use should be implemented
in the 12 cubicle work spaces on the third floor of the library, library staff offices, and all tech suites
with light switches. These signs, such as the sign in Figure 68 below, would let library users know
that they are responsible for turning off the lights in their work space. These signs would be cheap to
produce and easy to install and would help library users to remember to turn off the lights in their
work space in order to reduce electrical energy waste.
Figure 68: Energy conservation sign
5.6 Conclusions
The recommendations offered in this section would help to improve the energy efficiency of the
Gordon Library lighting systems as well as increase user comfort in the library. The findings of this
library lighting study can be generalized and applied to other campus buildings in order to reduce
energy and improve the overall lighting in WPI buildings to all WPI lighting systems. Data could
be collected in the future about bulb and ballast lifetime in WPI campus buildings by recording the
date bulbs and ballasts were installed and replaced. Furthermore, the research areas of this study are
extendable, and future work can be conducted to determine the reason behind some WPI students
having poor energy conservation habits and ideal methods of addressing energy conservation.
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Appendix A Third Floor
A.1 Third Floor Layout
This section contains the floor map of the third floor as well as images and descriptions of each of
the sections on the third floor.
Figure 69: Floor map of the third floor of the library, showing all of the sections studied
(a) (b)
Figure 70: Section one on the third floor is a collaborative study area
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 71: Section two on the third floor is an individual study area
(a) (b)
Figure 72: Section three on the third floor is an individual study area
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(a) (b)
Figure 73: Section four on the third floor is a collaborative study area
Figure 74: Section five on the third floor is an exhibit hall
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(a) (b)
Figure 75: Section six on the third floor is a shelving area
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A.2 Third Floor Lux Measurements
This section describes the lux recommendations and measurements for each of the sections on the
third floor.
Table 11: Lux recommendations for each of the sections on the third floor
Table 12: A comparison of measured lux with recommended lux
for non-windowed sections on the third floor
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Table 13: A comparison of measured lux with recommended lux
for windowed sections on the third floor
Figure 76: Lux measurements throughout the day for section two on the third floor
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Figure 77: Lux measurements throughout the day for section four on the third floor
Figure 78: Lux measurements throughout the day for section six on the third floor
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Appendix B Second Floor
B.1 Second Floor Layout
This section contains the floor map of the second floor as well as images and descriptions of each
of the sections on the second floor.
Figure 79: Floor map of the second floor of the library, showing all of the sections studied
Figure 80: Section one on the second floor is a computer work area
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 81: Section two on the second floor is a collaborative study area
Figure 82: Section three on the second floor is a computer work area
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(a) (b)
Figure 83: Section four is the main entrance of the library
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B.2 Second Floor Lux Measurements
This section describes the lux recommendations and measurements for each of the sections on the
second floor.
Table 14: Lux recommendations for each of the sections on the second floor
Table 15: A comparison of measured lux with recommended lux
for non-windowed sections on the second floor
Table 16: A comparison of measured lux with recommended lux
for the windowed section on the second floor
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Figure 84: Lux measurements throughout the day for section two on the second floor
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Appendix C First Floor
C.1 First Floor Layout
This section contains the floor map of the first floor as well as images and descriptions of each of
the sections on the first floor.
Figure 85: Floor map of the first floor of the library, showing all of the sections studied
Figure 86: Section one on the first floor is an individual study area
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 87: Section two on the first floor is a shelving area
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 88: Section three on the first floor is an individual study area
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Figure 89: Section four on the first floor is a shelving area
(a) (b)
Figure 90: Section five on the first floor is an individual study area
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(a) (b)
Figure 91: Section six on the first floor is a computer work area
(a) (b)
Figure 92: Section seven on the first floor is a computer work area
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(a) (b)
Figure 93: Section eight on the first floor is a computer work area
(a) (b)
Figure 94: Section nine on the first floor is an individual work area
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C.2 First Floor Lux Measurements
This section describes the lux recommendations and measurements for each of the sections on the
first floor
Table 17: Lux recommendations for each of the sections on the first floor
Table 18: A comparison of measured lux with recommended lux
for non-windowed sections on the first floor
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Table 19: A comparison of measured lux for with recommended
lux for windowed sections on the first floor
Table 20: A comparison of measured lux for with recommended
lux for windowed sections on the first floor
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Figure 95: Lux measurements throughout the day for section three on the first floor
Figure 96: Lux measurements throughout the day for section five on the first floor
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Figure 97: Lux measurements throughout the day for section seven on the first floor
Figure 98: Lux measurements throughout the day for section eight on the first floor
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Figure 99: Lux measurements throughout the day for section nine on the first floor
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Appendix D Ground Floor
D.1 Ground Floor Layout
This section contains the floor map of the ground floor as well as images and descriptions of each
of the sections on the ground floor.
Figure 100: Floor map of the ground floor of the library, showing all of the sections studied
Figure 101: Section one on the ground floor is a collaborative work space
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Figure 102: Section two on the ground floor is a computer work area
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 103: Section three on the ground floor is a shelving area
100
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 104: Section four on the ground floor is a collaborative work area
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D.2 Ground Floor Lux Measurements
This section describes the lux recommendations and measurements for each of the sections on the
ground floor.
Table 21: Lux recommendations for each of the sections on the ground floor
Table 22: A comparison of measured lux with recommended lux
for non-windowed sections on the ground floor
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Table 23: A comparison of measured lux with recommended lux
for the windowed section on the ground floor
Figure 105: Lux measurements throughout the day for section four on the ground floor
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Appendix E Stairwells and Tech Suites
E.1 Stairwells
This section contains images of the stairwells of the library as well as lux recommendations and
measurements for each of the studied stairwells.
Figure 106: One of the three non-emergency library stairwells
Table 24: A comparison of measured lux with recommended lux for stairwells
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E.2 Tech Suites
This section contains images of the tech suites of the library as well as lux recommendations and
measurements for each of the tech suites.
Figure 107: One of the many library tech suites
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Table 25: A comparison of measured lux with recommended lux for tech suites on the first floor
Table 26: A comparison of measured lux with recommended lux
for tech suites on the second and third floors
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Appendix F Bulb Temperature
This appendix contains the tables of bulb temperatures within the library. All temperatures are
in degrees Fahrenheit.
Table 27: Bulb temperatures on the second and third floors
Table 28: Bulb temperatures on the ground and first floors
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Table 29: Bulb temperatures in tech suites and stairwells
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Appendix G Survey
This appendix contains the paper survey created by the team.
Figure 108: Survey conducted in the Gordon Library
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Appendix H Photometer Data
This appendix contains the photometer data gathered over the course of the lighting study.
Figure 109: Photometer data of the ground floor
Figure 110: Photometer data of the first floor
Figure 111: Photometer data of the third floor
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Appendix I Return on Investment
From the results presented in Table 8, §4.4.5 the team calculated a total projected cost of
retrofitting the Gordon Library with new LED T8 bulbs to replace all of the T8 fluorescent tube
lamps. Since the T8 LED bulbs are designed to fit existing T8 fluorescent fixtures, the cost of instal-
lation is only the cost of the LED bulbs and a small cost associated with time and labor necessary
to replace the bulbs. The library contains approximately 2,550 T8 fluorescent bulbs and the LED
replacements for each of these bulbs cost $28. Therefore the total cost of replacing all of the bulbs
in the library would be approximately $71,400. However, National Grid and other utility and en-
ergy companies often offer rebates and incentives for educational institutions to adopt energy efficient
technology. Certain companies offered an incentive of $10 per LED bulb at the time of this lighting
study.[32] A $10 incentive would cut the cost per LED bulb down to $18 and the total projected cost
would be $45,900.
Since fluorescent T8 bulbs consume 32 watts and are powered for an estimated 124 hours a week,
the 2,550 fluorescent bulbs in the library consume 528,000 kilowatt-hour (kWh) annually. WPI pays
approximately 15¢ per kilowatt-hour so powering these bulbs costs WPI $79,000 per year. $38,400
could be saved if WPI replaced current bulbs with an LED retrofit as shown in Figure 112.33
Figure 112: Quarterly projection of lighting system costs for the library over three years post-retrofit
The replacement LED T8 bulb only requires 16.5 watts to be powered, which amounts to an annual
energy consumption of 272,000 kWh. LED bulbs would cost WPI $40,800 annually in energy costs,
which is $38,400 less than fluorescent bulbs annually. Figure 112 shows that if the fluorescent bulbs
were all replaced with LEDs without a rebate at a cost of $28 per LED bulb, the retrofit would pay
33This graph assumes that all the bulbs in the library are replaced at once at the beginning of the first quarter.
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for itself after seven quarters. If the aforementioned rebate was applied to this retrofit, replacement
bulbs would cost $18 and the retrofit would pay for itself after the fourth quarter.
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Glossary of Acronyms
AASHE
Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education
AK
Atwater Kent
CCT
Correlated Color Temperature
CFL
Compact Fluorescent Lamp
CCU
Computer Control Units
DOE
Department of Energy
EISA
Energy Independence and Security Act
EPA2005
Energy Policy Act of 2005
EPO
Energy Profiler Online
HVAC
Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning
IEA
International Energy Agency
IESNA
Illumination Engineering Society of North America
IQP
Interactive Qualifying Project
kWh
Kilowatt-hour
LED
Light Emitting Diode
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LEED
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
MTOE
Million Tons of Oil Equivalent
MQP
Major Qualifying Project
NG
National Grid
OSHA
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
SI
International System of Units
SID
Spectral Intensity Distribution
STARS
Sustainability Tracking, Assessment, and Rating System
US
United States
USGBC
United States Green Building Council
TPES
Total Primary Energy Supply
WPI
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
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